Wabco E-LEARNING:
Learn More,
Spend Less
E-Learning is a gateway at your fingertips to WABCO’s state of art
knowledge, expertise and training. From whatever base you choose,
and in your time, all you need is a computer and internet access.
Once you login online, you can access WABCO courses on a wide
range of commercial vehicle technologies, including braking and
air suspension systems. Simply by pointing and clicking with your
mouse, you have an exciting new way to improve the effectiveness

E-LEARNING

of your training while saving time and money.

The Benefits of E-Learning
E-Learning offers several advantages to

overnight stays (as is often the case

traditional classroom training, and is therefore

with traditional classroom training.)

an excellent complement to other training

• Easy-to-use: all courses offer an

methods such as practical “hands on” training

easy-to-use graphical user interface and

in one of WABCO’s training centers.

complete instructions. All you need to do is
point and click with your computer mouse.

WABCO E-Learning benefits include:
• Global 24/7 “on-demand” access: you
have instant access to course content: at

• Relevant: Course content is presented
in a way that makes learning both engaging
and enjoyable.

work, at home or when traveling, and from
anywhere in the world. All course content is

With E-Learning you can quickly and

available 24 hours a day and 7 days a week.

easily acquire detailed commercial vehicle
knowledge before attending a practical

available, you work at your own pace and

training course. The online materials also

when it’s convenient for you. Each course

provide excellent refresher training after

is modular so it’s easy to learn in small

completing a practical training course.

increments of time and continue where you

By blending E-Learning with classroom

last left off or even repeat whatever you like.

and other learning approaches, your retention

• Cost-effective: saving you time and money
because there are no costs for travel and

and understanding of important information
is enhanced.

WABCO E-Learning Courses
Each E-Learning course begins with a clear

Within each module, explanations of

summary of what you will learn. Course content

theoretical content are supported by a

is modular, logically organised, and presented

full complement of varied and highly

using multi-media tools (audio pictures and

interactive user exercises. By combining

videos) for users. Even if you only have a

several different learning approaches,

few minutes available at a time, the course’s

you are kept fully engaged throughout

modular design makes it easy to learn key facts

the course which make learning active

in small pockets of information.

and fun.

Available Courses and Further Information
For more information and a listing of available courses, please visit: www.wabco-university.com
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•	Convenient: because courses are constantly

